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Answer all questions

l. Define dramatic art and discuss various
types of drama in. detail. 10

l, (a) AnaJyzn the themes of the play,
Pgqrnlion by Bernard Shaw with
special emphasis to social snobbery and
class distinction. lO

Or

(b) Discuss Pggmnlion as a Shavian play. 10
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s. (d)

4.

l2l

Examine Murder in the Cathedral bY

TrS. Eliot as a Christian history play.

Or

(b) Trace the development of Becket's

mar$rdom in the PlaY, Murder in tle
Cathedral bY T. S. Eliot.

(a) Discuss Sheridan's play, Tlrc Sctnol for
Sa,ndal as a comedY of nlanners.

Or

(b) Write a critical note on Sheridan's
character-portrayal in .The Sctnol for
SandaL 10

5. Answer the following questions : 4x4=L6

(a) fiJ Differentiate between solil6quy and
aside. '- ' ''

Or

fd) What is a dramatic monologue?

(b) (y' Give a character sketch of Prof.

Higgins. i

Lr6l466

Or

(a/ Briefly examine the relationship
between Eliza Doolittle and her
fatlier Mr. Doolittle'
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(t)(c)

(ii)

(3)

Briefly comment on the importance
of the Christmas sermon in the
play, Muiiler in tle Cathedmt bv
T. S. Eliot.

(d) (t)

Critically comment on the
significance of Becket's silence after
t}le fourth temptation.

Comment on the .screen scene' in
Sheridan's play, The School for
ScandaL

Or

(t) Pjssuss the role of Sir Oliver
Surface in the play.

Compose a dialogue based on the meeting of
two good friends at the train station after a
gap of frve years.

a.
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